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AFSCommerce®
The Financial Industry’s Only Lending‐Focused,
Managed Software as a Service (SaaS) Delivery

Achieving Success through Execution

AFSCommerce—the Lending‐Focused Managed Software as a
Service (SaaS) Offering Designed for Growth
Uniquely designed to allow unlimited growth of your lending lines of business while expanding revenue opportunities,
AFSCommerce, the industry’s only lending‐focused managed Software as a Service (SaaS) offering, enables financial
institutions of all asset sizes to aggressively compete with a full set of lending products that meet their strategic market
objectives. AFSCommerce provides an outsourced delivery approach that catalyzes institutional expansion and new levels of
efficiency by integrating and automating the management and operations of the lending process—from origination and
booking to loan servicing and payoff.

Stay Ahead of the Industry with AFSCommerce
AFSCommerce provides a strategic advantage because it’s designed to keep pace as core banking tenants evolve:






Loan complexity is intensifying, while revenue challenges grow
Regulatory compliance requirements are expanding exponentially
Globalization is affecting institutions of all asset sizes and charters
Multiple systems supporting diverse assets are hampering efficiencies, risk management, reporting, and revenue potential
The ability to adapt to market and regulatory changes is a core fundamental

Accordingly, you should be asking “how can we jump‐start or improve our competitive positioning and market share?” The
answer lies in AFSCommerce, the financial industry’s only lending‐focused, fully integrated, managed SaaS offering.

Preserve Capital with AFSCommerce
Bank capital is precious and to be deployed judiciously, so we offer our industry‐leading software via AFSCommerce.
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AFSCommerce Core Components

7. Ongoing discussion and development via Benchmarking Services: Credit Data Quality, CCAR, Market Pricing, Credit Risk.

• Loan Accounting and Servicing (System of Record)
• Portfolio Management Reporting (AFS Lender Workstation™)

• Loan Origination
• Batch and Real‐Time Interfaces (as required)

AFSCommerce Complementary Components
• Exception Management System
• Collections and Recoveries System
• Data Extract for Ad‐hoc Reporting

• Loan Administration and Web Servicing
• Securitization and Investor Reporting
• Credit Administration

Facts About the Industry’s Largest Managed SaaS Offering
• A fully supported SaaS through which all applications and infrastructure are managed by AFS experts up to the point of
entry to the client’s network
• Leading‐edge functionality—including real‐time processing, multicurrency, multilingual and multiple loan balance accounting—is available
• AFS is an FFIEC‐regulated technology service provider, which is examined annually by all the regulators of our client banks
• Subject to an annual Type II SSAE 16 report by PWC that opines on control environment adequacy, as well as testing infrastructure,
process and application controls
• Provides a fully integrated Customer 1st Helpdesk and Change Control Process
• Currently processing in excess of $300B in loans and commitments nightly for our outsourced clients, with an average 20% per year growth rate
• Designed and provided by a company that continuously invests in enhancing and supporting its lending solutions

Benefits
The AFSCommerce delivery model facilitates straight‐through processing (STP), a powerful enabler to the successful long‐term
credit management process for banks. At our client lending institutions, we are seeing annual fee and interest pick up of 15–20
basis points (bps) and back‐office improvement of up to 50%, or 8–10 bps or more. A sample list of benefit areas includes:
• 3 bps from headcount reduction
• 2 bps from headcount avoidance
• 3 bps from process improvements and efficiency gains
• 10 bps from additional life cycle fee collection opportunities

• 3 bps from NIM/Pricing improvement
• 1 bps from credit quality improvement
• 1 bps from customer service improvement resulting in improved
retention

Revenue Enhancement

 Standardizes policies and processes
 Enforces pricing, credit, and risk management policies
 Improves relationship manager efficiency and turnaround times

Cost Reduction

 Reduces redundant data entry and manual processing hand‐offs
 Reduces the volume and depth of quality assurance reviews
 Increases productivity via automated interfaces to other systems in the credit process

Risk Mitigation







Defines and tracks credit policy
Manages and controls credit approval authorities
Identifies, controls, and manages exceptions throughout the credit process
Provides real‐time risk management information (exposure, collateral, margins, past dues)
Improves data quality, integrity, and validation rules
Addresses SR Letter 99‐8 minimum standards for identifying, measuring, and controlling risk in relation to capital adequacy

Capital Preservation





Enforces term length requirements at origination, additional approvals as required
Systematically ensures most appropriate product selection
Enforces pricing and fee policies to capture regulatory cost of capital
Establishes a complete controlled process for establishing, boarding, and
servicing collateral
 Ensures an integrated origination process for capital reporting purposes

Features

 Provides a cost‐efficient platform for the consolidation of consumer, small
business, commercial, and specialty lending portfolios on a single system
 Enables regulatory compliance and reporting, including Basel II/III,
Sarbanes‐Oxley, USA PATRIOT Act, BCBS 239, AnaCredit
 Gives unparalleled risk management and data quality control via integrated
loan origination
 Offers ultimate flexibility to support virtually any loan product, accrual
method, or billing option
 Includes complete, fully redundant network, infrastructure, and facilities
management
 Ensures the highest level of information availability using data replication
to separate data centers
 Employs load balancing technology to ensure computing resources are
always available, regardless of demand
 Supplies comprehensive lender and portfolio decision support via
 Internet‐based management reporting
 Furnishes complete file transmission and interface management with bank
and third‐party systems
 Leverages a virtualized computing environment to deliver high availability
uptime and file delivery times
 Features deep change management expertise and conversion services
 Makes use of data segregation to protect the confidentiality, integrity, and
availability of customer data
 Provides access to AFS Benchmarking Services:
 Risk Analysis Service with RMA
 Commercial Lending Market Practices Database (Pricing and Fee Performance)
 Common Borrower Analysis with RMA

AFSCommerce:
Experience to Succeed
Experience to Succeed
At AFS, we partner with you to establish a
roadmap for strategic deployment and
implementation grounded in our over
45‐year legacy as a global lending leader.
Planning

Implementation

Support

Needs Assessment
AFS starts its work with each client to define its
current environment, analyze its current lending
products and opportunities, and establish a
recommended approach aligned with the
client’s strategic lending objectives. In
delivering a Discovery Document, AFS also
develops the business case and a working
plan and timeline for implementation.

Implementation
AFS can rapidly deliver a custom‐designed
AFSCommerce delivery environment and seamless
integration with incumbent core systems. With this
unprecedented speed to market, AFS also provides
full service project management based on each
client’s unique needs.

Training
AFS provides comprehensive user training
and ongoing continuous support based
on client requirements.

Experience to Succeed
 Leverages over 45 years of AFS market leadership
 Draws on AFS partnerships with the world’s top banks

Power to Compete and Grow
 Affords lower cost of entry and lower cost of operations
 Delivers revenue enhancement
 Drives improved productivity

Sophistication to Handle New Levels of Loan Complexity and Size
 Handles all domestic and global loan structures
 Provides comprehensive charge‐off and nonaccrual accounting
 Supports the efficient processing of high loan volumes

Single System of Record to Ensure Control and Automation





Automates the entire straight‐through lending process
Enables “one version of the truth”
Supports multiple lending lines of business
Provides accurate data for regulatory compliance

AFSCommerce and the Straight‐Through Processing Approach to
Lending
Market forces today require that bank management maintain an ability to monitor customer loan exposure closely
and respond quickly. Transparency is key to an institution's favorable consideration by investors, regulators, boards of directors
and other key stakeholders. Accordingly,
AFSCommerce enables and leverages a straight‐
through processing approach—
which services loans of virtually
every type from origination to
maturity. AFS provides this
“best‐of‐breed” lending
solution, which can be cost‐
efficiently integrated with
incumbent core functionality.
The diagram depicts this process,
which is central to the AFS lending
philosophy.

About Automated Financial Systems, Inc.
Automated Financial Systems, Inc. (AFS) is the global leader in providing commercial lending solutions to top‐tier
financial institutions. We work with a majority of the world’s 50 largest financial institutions to build lending
processes based on a straight‐through model and on‐demand technology and services. We partner with client
banks around the world to understand their organization's strategic goals and work proactively to achieve their
business, regulatory, and technology objectives.
AFS is headquartered in Exton, Pennsylvania, a suburb of Philadelphia; its European subsidiary, Automated
Financial Systems GmbH, is based in Vienna, Austria.

